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ABSTRACT 

Different approaches have been proposed over the last few years for improving holistic methods for face 

recognition. Some of them include color processing, different face representations and image processing 

techniques to increase robustness against illumination changes. There has been also some research about the 

combination of different recognition methods, both at the feature and score levels. In this paper a new system 

for face recognition is proposed based on hidden makov models (HMMS). The performance of Face recognition 

by MC-HMM heavily depends on the choice of model parameters. In this paper, we use discriminative feature 

extraction method for face recognition . Experimental results illustrate that compared with the conventional 

HMM based face recognition algorithm the proposed method obtain better recognition accuracies and higher 

generalization ability. 

KEYWORDS: Hidden Markov Model, Face Recognition, Discriminative Feature Extraction, Pattern 

recognition Generalization ability. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Face recognition is an important research problem spanning numerous fields and disciplines. This 
technique was subsequently applied in partial pattern recognition application, more specifically in 
speech recognition problems [1].Face recognition is undoubtedly an interesting research area, growing 
in importance in recent years due to its applicability as biometric system in commercial and security 
application. Face recognition is a biometric approach that employs automated methods to verify or 
organize the identity of living person based on her/his physiological characteristics. Face recognition 
is a set of two tasks:- 
1. Face identification: - Given a face image belong to person in database tell whose image is it. 
2. Face Verification: - Given a face image that might not belong to database verify whether it is from 
the person it is claimed to be database. 
As researcher interest in face recognition continued, many different algorithm were developed PCA 
(principal component analysis), LCA (linear discriminate analysis) [2].PCA commonly referred to as 
the use of Eigen faces, with PCA the probe and galley images must be the same size and must first be 
normalized to line up the eyes and mouth of the subjects within the images. The PCA approach 
typically requires the full frontal face to be presented each time, otherwise the image results in poor 
Performance. The primary advantage of this technique is that it can reduce data needed to identify the 
individual to 1/1000th of the data presented.LDA (linear discriminate analysis)is a statistical approach 
for classifying samples of unknown classes based on training samples with known classes. This 
technique aims to maximize between class (i.e. across users) variance and minimize within class (i.e. 
within user) variance. In this paper, we are concerned with two issues in establishing in HMMs for 2D 
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object recognition [3]. The first issue involves a hybrid process of feature extraction and model 
estimation. 

II. PROPOSED FACE RECOGNITION SYSTEM 

 

 

 

 

Fig1. Architecture of Face Recognition System 

Fig 1. Shows general architecture of face recognition system [4].In this paper feature extraction plays 
most important part in HMM .we are using discriminative feature extraction algorithms [5].the 
presented face recognition scheme includes two key elements: preprocessing based on pixel averaging 
for dimension reduction and energy normalization to reduce the effect of image brightness feature 
extraction successively conducted by minimum classification error (MCE)[6][7]. 

2.1.  Minimum Classification Error Training 

Minimum classification error (MCE) training aims to estimate model distributions {p (X|Λc),c=1,…,c} 
in a fashion that classification errors of training. Data X={X1,...XT} are minimized. Target model Λc 

and competing model ⊼c can be alleviated. The trained models  Λ={Λ1,………, Λc} should be general 

for the classification of test data, using log likelihood as discriminate function g(X,Λc) =log p(XlΛc), 
the first step was to calculate the misclassification measure. 
 

                 d(X,Λc)= -g(X,Λc)+G(X,,⊼c)                                                                       
                                       = -log p(XlΛc) + 
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Where ρ  was a tuning parameter in antidiscriminant function G(X, ⊼c) determined from C-1 non 

target models The third step was done through minimizing the expected loss or Bayes risk. 
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1(.) is indicator function gradient descent algorithm used for optimization. 

2.2.  Feature Extraction Using Discriminative Training Algorithm 

Discriminative training algorithm based on approximation of maximum mutual information (MMI) 
[8][9] Objective  function and its maximization in a technique similar to the exception maximization 
(EM) algorithm[3]. 

LDA was known as discriminative feature extraction. In 2D pattern recognition transformation matrix 
W was estimated by maximizing fisher’s ratio creation. 
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Where S
b and S

w  were between-class and within–class scatter matrices, respectively.
T

W
LDA used for 

discriminative features.LDA method was obtained by finding the eigenvectors of 1

w bs s
− .MCE criterion 

was feasible to extract discriminative features through transformation matrix. 
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g
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After discriminative feature extraction calculated by MCE optimization of objective function 
expressed as fisher’s ratio creation.  In discriminative feature extraction Gaussian parameters was 
considered. 

2.3.  Hidden Markov Model for Face recognition  

A hidden markov model (HMM) is a statistical markov model in which the system being modeled is 
assumed to be a markov process with unobserved (hidden) states. An HMM can be considered as a 
simplest dynamic Bayesian network [10]. In regular markov model the state is directly visible to 
observer therefore the state transition probabilities are the only parameters. In a hidden markov model 
the state is not   

Directly visible, but the output dependent on the state is visible. Each state has probability distribution 
over the possible output tokens. Therefore sequence of tokens generated by on HMM gives some 
information about the sequence of state. 

                                  

 

 

 

Fig 2.  Architecture of Hidden Markov Model 

The above fig2 shows the general architecture of an instantiated HMM. Each oval shape represents a 
random variable that can adopt any of number of values. The random variable x(t) is the hidden state 
at time t.(with x(t)={x1,x2,x3})the random variable y(t) is the observation at the t with 
(y(t)={y1,y2,y3}). 

When we are using HMM for one dimensional gray scale face image. The significant facial regions 
(hair, forehead, eyes, nose, mouth) come in natural order from top to bottom [11]. 

 

Fig3. Left to Right HMM for ace Recognition 

X (t-1) X (t) X (t+1) 

Y (t-1) Y (t) Y (t+1) 
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In above fig 3. Each of these facial regions is assigned to a state in left to right 1D continues HMM. In 
2D HMM we fallow the embedded HMMs for facial image representation and recognition[3] .facial 
image .X = {Xt}={Xtnm} of a person C are blocked with spatial indices (n,m) and modeled by 
structural HMM consisting of set of superstae.qnm as shown I  fig 4 .no skipping is allowed between 
super sates and embedded states. 

                                                                                                                                                                                        

           Forehead 

                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                                                                       Eyes  

                                                                                     

                                                                                                                                                                                       Nose                            
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                                 Embedded State                             Super state 

 

Fig 4 Facial images representation using HMM 

There are five super sates characterizing the forehead, eyes, nose, mouth and chain in the vertical 
direction with initial state probabilities and state transition. Probabilities {Πυ, Aυ}={πsn,asnSn+1}.Each 
super state is itself a standard 1D HMM containing embedded states for modeling facial features in 
the horizontal direction. In total 21 embedded states are considered.   

                                                           

Fig 5. Input Face represented in embedded states and super states 
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Where wqnmlnm , µqnmlnm  are the mixture weight, mean vector and covariance matrix of embedded 

state qnm And mixture component lnm respectively [3].The trained parameter ,{ , , , }v v h h hA A BΩ = Π Π  

the most likely class of a test image t
x is decided according to the like hood function given the 

optimal sequence {sn ,qnm, lnm} of super states and embedded states. 

III. RELATED WORKS 

3.1.  Hypothesis Test 

In hypothesis test problem three steps considered:- 
1 Define null hypothesis Ho and alternative hypothesis H1 and choose significance level. 
2.  Calculate like hood function p(Xl Ho) . 
3. p(Xl H1) are given the optimal solution is obtained by a like hood ratio test. [12]. 
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p x H used to obtain like hood ratio test where κ is 

decision threshold determined by significance level for distribution of LR. We perform facial 
modeling through optimizing the accumulated LR target models to competing models or equivalently 
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maximizing the confidence of fitting X closer to target parameter  ∧ and farther from competing 

parameters  Λ . 

3.2.  Classification With an HMM 

An HMM is a statistical model used to characterized the statistical properties of signal. The elements 
of HMM can formally defined by specifying the following parameters [3]. 

1. X = {Xt}={Xtnm}:D-dimensional observation vector   of frames t = 1,……,T in spatial indices n= 
1,…..,N and m =1,…..,M 

2. {Πh, Ah, Bh}={Πqnm, aωqnm , ωqnm,lnm, µqnmlnm , ∑qnmlnm}}:initial state probabilities, state transition 
probabilities and observation probabilities  of embedded (horizontal) states (qnmqn,m+1) =1,……,Nq  and 
mixture component lnm=1,….,Nl. observation probability bqn(x) consist of parameter of mixture weight 
ωqnm,lnm, Gaussian mean vector. 

3. W = [Wd WD-d]: feature transformation matrix with reduced dimension. 

4. δv(sn),δh(qnm) :The beast confidence scores of super and embedded states at vertical and horizontal 
indices(n,m). 

5. α ,β: discriminative factor with α = β(Ng -1) where Ng total number of Gaussians. 

6. ⊼,qmn,lnm: competing model, embedded state and mixture component 

7. .{s,q,l} ={sn ,qnm, lnm} :sequence of super states, embedded states and mixture components. 

8. yt(qnm,lnm):posterior probability of xnm staying in state qnm  and mixture component lnm given the 
current parameter Λ and X. 
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Where Ng is total number of Gaussians. Λ And Λ are the current estimate and new estimate 
respectively. Here we are concerned with finding solutions to the transformation matrix, mixture 
weights.HMM mean vectors and covariance matrices. The like hood function of competing models is 

determined from 1gN −  Gaussians. In the maximization step, we maximize the auxiliary function 

Q(Λ'│Λ) new estimate Λ' to find MC-HMM parameters. 
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In (11) ,some constants corresponding to the last D-d dimensions are neglected. Interestingly ,

.( 1)gNβ α= − has the physical meaning of controlling the discriminative rate for model training. By 

using viterbi alignment for face image t nm
x ,we obtain ,( ) 1t nm nmq lλ = when t nm

x is not alien to state 

and mixture labels ,( )nm nmq l and  ,( ) 0t nm nmq lλ =  when  t nm
x is not aligned to ,( )nm nmq l . The 

transformation parameters w’ get fix and maximize.                                         

3.3.  Implementation Procedure 
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  Fig6. Training Scheme 

 
 1. First the data is uniform ally segmented to obtain initial estimate of model parameter. 
2.  At the next iteration the uniform segmentation perform using the initial features of training image. 
3. In next iteration HMM parameters are estimated using viterbi algorithm. Input image translated in 
to super states and embedded sates. Transform matrix W’ Is then calculated. MC-HMM estimation 
converges after several EM iteration. 

IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

In the experiments we use face database. (http://www.face.rec.org/database). Total 25 face images 
was selected and evaluated the effect of different numbers of classes from C=20 to C=153. We carried 
out ML-HMM and MCE-HMM [1][13] and MC-HMM[ 6] [7]for facial modeling .All images are 
manually cropped. Feature dimension d discriminative factor α in the MC Creation were varied for 
comparison. 
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Table1. Log-like hood ratio versus EM iteration for different discriminate factor  α 

Em-Iteration Log like hood Ratio(0.001) Log like hood Ratio(0.2) 

1 -2.20 -2.18 

5 -2.15 -2.21 

In next comparison fig.7shows recognition accuracy. The MC-HMM with feature dimension 
reduction to d=16 is consider. In MC-HMM state alignment shall be matching facial features if HMM 
parameters are well trained. The MC-HMM with reduced feature dimension obtains quite good 
alignment in characterizing not only the vertical facial segments via super sates but also horizontal 
tiny texture via embedded states. 

Table2. Recognition Rate (in percentage) 

 

Method 

Class Number(c) 

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 

MC-HMM (d=16) 94 93 92 90 89 87 86 85 

MC-HMM (d=14) 84 83 82 80 79 78 77 72 

MC-HMM (d=36) 88 89 87 86 85 84 83 80 

In next comparison fig.8 shows comparison rate in percentage. MCE-HMM algorithm is also based 
on discriminative training algorithm. We compare MC-HMM with another and also with non-hmm 
methods using Eigen face and fisher faces. The cases of C=50 and C=100 are investigated. HMM 

methods are significantly better than non-hmm methods. MC-HMM achieves the best classification 
performance. The result shows the superiority of HMM modeling to Eigen face and fisher face.  

Table3. Comparison Result in (percentage) 
        

 

 

 

 

 Next 
Fig 9. Shows comparison of recognition time (in seconds) for different methods feature dimension. 
MC-HMM   compared with other methods. MC-HMM having higher recognition time (sec).  

Table4. Comparison of Training Time (In second) 

Methods Training Rate(In Seconds) 

MC-HMM (d=36) 400 

MC-HMM (d=16) 340 

MCE-HMM (d=16) 250 

ML-HMM 
(d=36) 

289 

Fisher face 255 

Eigen face 89 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper describes an MC-HMM approach for face recognition that use discriminative feature 
extraction, In which 2D-DCT co-efficient use as feature vector. The method is compared to the earlier 
HMM based face recognition system. By using Hypothesis test principle the new objective function 
was derived. The experimental result shows that this algorithm achieves higher recognition rate and 

Methods Recognition Rate In(%) 

C=50 C=100 

MC-HMM (d=36) 97 93 

MC-HMM (d=16) 95 92 

MCE-HMM (d=16) 92 90 

ML-HMM (d=36) 90 89 

Fisher face 87 83 

Eigen face 83 78 
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stronger generalization ability. That is to say, this algorithm has a stronger ability to deal to deal with 
new data. The focus of this paper is on the use of MC-HMM techniques for face recognition. For this 
we have presented Discriminative Feature Extraction where a transformation matrix W was estimated 
by  maximizing Fisher’s ratio criterion. Although additional papers treating specific aspects of this 
field can be found in the literature, these are invariably based on one or another of the key techniques 
presented and reviewed here. Our goal has been to quickly enable the interested reader to review and 
understand the state-of-art for MC-HMM models applied to face recognition problems. It is clear that 
different techniques balance certain trade-offs between computational complexity, speed and accuracy 
of recognition and overall practicality and ease-of-use. Our hope is that this paper will make it easier 
for new researchers to understand and adopt MC-HMM for face analysis and recognition applications 
and continue to improve and refine the underlying techniques. 
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